High Speed 6-Roller Commercial Laminator
HSH-1300

ROYAL SOVEREIGN’S HSH-1300 LAMINATOR HAS A 6-ROLLER SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES ULTRA HIGH SPEED LAMINATION WITH PROFESSIONAL QUALITY RESULTS FOR COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS.

Features
• 6-Roller system with 4 quartz type heated rollers and 2 pull rollers for faster lamination without curling
• Heavy duty construction designed for continuous use
• Variable speed control (12 selections: 24~118”/min)
• Variable heat settings
• Interactive LCD user interface display
• T-Check displays current temperature of rollers to allow user to monitor optimum heat for quality lamination
• Auto reverse and manual reverse functions
• Energy Saving auto standby and auto power off modes
• Warm up time of approximately 7 minutes
• Automatic cooling system rotates the rollers after lamination to prevent damage
• Detachable roller cover for easy access to clean rollers
• Accepts hot and cold film from 3-10 mil thickness
• Max Entry Width: 13”
• 1 Year Warranty

Pouch Lamination

Protect, Preserve, and Enhance your important documents and photos.
• 2-Roller Laminators for general home, school, and office use
• 4-Roller Laminators for professional business use
• High speed, heavy duty commercial laminators
• Thermal pouch film supplies

Royal Sovereign stocks thermal pouch film in a wide variety of sizes, thicknesses and pack formats.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN GLOSS THERMAL POUCH FILM IS CRYSTAL CLEAR WITH EXCELLENT ADHESION. PROVIDES A BRIGHT SHINY PROTECTIVE FINISH WHILE ENHANCE COLORS AND IMAGE SHARPNESS.
ES Series
Document Pouch Laminators

IDEAL FOR HOME, SCHOOL OR GENERAL OFFICE USE.

Royal Sovereign ES Series Laminators have a high quality 2-roller system that provides precise speed, heat and pressure to consistently deliver wrinkle and bubble free lamination. ES Series Laminators accept hot film for thermal sealing and have a Cold setting for pressure sealing of self-sealed pouches. No carrier needed. Great for laminating paper documents, photos, artwork, recipes and more.

Royal Sovereign’s PL-910 9” professional laminators have a 4-roller system that provides professional quality lamination by helping to eliminate wrinkles and bubbles. It accepts hot and cold pouch film from 3-10 mil thick. The machine has a cooling plate and fan used to cool down film when exiting and keep machine cool to the touch. To conserve energy the machine will shut-off after 1 hour of idling. 1 Year Warranty.

- Professional 4 roller system
- Accepts hot and cold film from 3-10 mil thickness
- Auto and manual reverse function to retrieve jams
- Max Entry Width: 13.4”
- Laminating Speed: 20”/min
- Warm-Up Time: approx. 4 min
- Easy to use button controls to adjust temperature
- Automatic shut-off after one hour of idling
- Automatic cooling system rotates the rollers after lamination to prolong life
- Photo lamination possible

### APL-340U 13” QuickReady™ Pouch Laminator

GREAT FOR PROFESSIONAL QUALITY LAMINATION AROUND THE OFFICE!

Royal Sovereign’s new QuickReady™ Office Laminator heats up quickly and is ready to use in 1 minute without compromising lamination quality thanks to our 4 roller system and new quartz heating technology that provides more uniform heat to prevent bubbling, wrinkling and curling of laminated material. 1 Year Warranty.

- Hot and cold lamination
- Professional 4 roller system and advanced hot shoe quartz heating for even heat application
- Laminates pouch film 3-7 mil
- Auto and manual reverse function to retrieve jams
- Auto cooling plate and fan
- Max Entry Width: 13.4”
- Laminating Speed: 20”/min
- Quick Warm-Up Time: 1 Minute!

### NPH-1200N Heavy Duty 13” Digital Laminator

IDEAL LAMINATOR FOR COMMERCIAL USE. ADVANCED FEATURES PROVIDE FAST, PROFESSIONAL LAMINATION RESULTS. DESIGNED FOR HEAVY DUTY USE.

The Royal Sovereign NPH-1200N laminates over 30” per minute and has a 4-roller system that provides professional lamination and helps eliminate wrinkles and bubbles. There are 7 memory and speed settings for your specific lamination needs. The automatic cooling system rotates rollers after lamination to prevent damage and extend the life of the machine. The detachable cover provides easy access to clean the rollers. Current roller temperature can be checked during lamination. Accepts pouch film 3-10 mil thick and is able to laminate mounting boards up to 80 mil. 1 Year Warranty.

- 4-Roller system provides professional lamination and helps eliminate wrinkles and bubbles
- 7 easy to use memory and speed settings
- Ability to check the current temperature of the rollers
- Automatic cooling system rotates the rollers after lamination to prevent damage
- Accepts hot and cold film from 3-10 mil thickness
- Able to laminate mounting board up to 80 mil
- Easy to read LCD display
- Detachable front cover provides easy access to clean rollers
- Laminating Speed: 30”/min